October 8, 2015
Today we are pleased to announce the launch of new features on DirectorInsight, making
governance decisions much easier.

All the information you need in the Palm of Your Hand
DirectorInsight is now also securely accessible and usable on a mobile handheld device
next to other devices including desktop, personal laptop and tablet. Instantly obtain
company board, pay, governance and performance intelligence, anytime, anywhere
that can help enable better decision making and engagement.

A comprehensive peer modeling tool for screening company peer groups
appropriateness fit
You can now, through our new proprietary peer modeling tool, construct and screen
company peer groups with the flexibility to adjust key metrics to prevent a “one size
fits all” approach. It enables issuers, investors and other key stakeholders to obtain a
comprehensive and completely objective diagnosis on company’s peer composition for
its appropriateness. Self-constructed peer groups can be easily transported to our pay for
performance screening tool enabling you to swiftly assess pay for performance misalignments and
set competitive market pay practices.

Target compensation
Next to granted, realized, realizable and outstanding compensation data we now
provide insight on companies ‘target pay levels’ enabling you to tie company pay
targets to short and long term performance, compare pay practices of companies that
are similar and assess target pay leverage for upcoming compensation discussions,

based on historical and actual performance relative to comparable companies.

Currency converter
Get instant access to our new add currency converter feature enabling you to view our
data in your own preferred currency. In just ‘one’ click you can get a currency
conversion into 11 different currencies.

Stay Tuned:
Launce of Disclosure Research tool
Easy access to over +1,5 million complete and up-to-date company disclosures, filings
and forms on DirectorInsight. Get Instant access to annual reports, financials, AGM
agenda and resolutions, insider trading & holding, CD&A disclosures, proxy voting
results and any other corporate governance related company filings, in their actual
format, for +1200 European listed firms, US S&P 500, 600 and 400 companies, from 2008 and
onwards.

New key performance metric added: Economic Profit
Historical and estimated Economic Profit metric available to measure value creation
and screen on pay for performance alignment.

DirectorInsight, your decision support provider
"Connecting data for pay, performance and governance decisions"

DirectorInsight is a product of AMA Partners, providing a wealth of data and unparalleled market insight for
pay, performance and governance decisions. A simple & easy to use online platform delivering greater
transparency and control, enabling boards and investors informed decision making and effective engagement.
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